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Introducing the 
‘m-LFTR’ powered Ship

→ The marine Liquid Thorium 
Fuelled Reactor (m-LFTR) is 
an inherently safe Gen-IV 
‘nuclear chemical’ breeder 
reactor, free from the issues 
of classic pressurised 
nuclear tech.

→ It’s ideally suited to provide 
flexible electric power to 
large ships for up to 20 years 
without refuelling. 

→ Converting energy to power 
at 99.4%, means full, clean 
power for the lifetime of a 
ship on a single fuel load.



An industrial disruption story in a
$1 trillion market-universe 

Market universe is >$1 trillion

Climate gas emissions from shipping 

MUST reduce

The shipping industry HAS to find a 

future-solution

We will revolutionize marine 

propulsion 

We will industrialize manufacturing 

of engines

Sales of $50 million each for > 20,000 
ships (fully replacing diesel)

We will bring back proven Zero 

Emissions technology that works

We have the technology IP, the people 

and the materials

Our engines will not need refuelling

Mass production will bring huge cost 

savings to the industry
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How does 
Thorium 
produce 
clean
power?

Thorium is Fertile, not Fissile

The 2-fuel cycle allows fertile 
Th232 to convert to fissile U233, 
all within the solvents

Power is produced from a 
homogeneous 2-fuel cycle  using 
Th232 and U233, both
suspended in molten Flibe salt

Hence, Thorium breeds it’s own 
fuel, no waste, no emissions, in 
perpetuity

Heat is transferred to a gas 
turbine, which drives large 
electrical generators that turn 
the propellers
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m-LFTR vessel 
investment costs

VLCC
Liquid Fluoride Thorium 

(20 years)

CAPEX USD 50 mill (in production)

FUEL COST USD 0

MAINTENANCE USD 10 mill

SUB TOTAL USD 60 mill

Estimated life cycle cost of Diesel propulsion - VLCC Best-estimate life cycle cost of m-LFTR propulsion – VLCC:

VLCC
Diesel power system 

(20 years)

CAPEX USD 10 mill

FUEL COST USD 300 mill

MAINTENANCE USD 20 mill

SUB TOTAL USD 330 mill

Note: Leasing structures for Engine CAPEX would bring cost down below 
current vessel design costs
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Estimated Mass production economies of scale, reflects the falling price of new technology

Note: Lifetime fuel cost calculated at $500 p/Mt
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When do we 
launch the 
first ship?

First prototype in 
commercial service on R/V 
run by 2028

First production vessel 
launched 2030

Full production by 2035

Type approval granted 
before 2027

50% of the largest vessels 
converted to Thorium by 
2050

Risk note: Best-estimate on current outlook, risk on duration
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Validations:

• Strategic partnership
• IP specification
• Market feasibility
• Regulatory mapping
• Legal framework
• IP valuation
• Corporate build-out
• $200 million valuation

Development of 
Value

Chemical engineering:

• Industrial partnerships
• Key IP development
• Chemical development 

Process development
• Dynamic modelling
• Materials handling
• Metallurgy
• $750 million valuation

Prototyping:

• Industrial licensing
• Physical prototyping
• Dynamic environment
• Physical trials
• Regulatory approvals
• Type approvals
• Systems engineering
• $3 billion valuation

Initial deployment

• Propulsion in service
• Architectural development
• Marine engineering
• Vessel designs
• Orderbook building
• Manufacturing
• Economies of scale
• $10 billion valuation

$200 Mill
$750 Mill

$3 Bill

1-2 years
4-6 years

6-10 years
“CORE-POWER valuations follow a natural path 
of IP development and value creation for global 
shipping”

Seed Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

$10+ Bill

$12 Mill
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Investment structure

10%Seed investors hold 30% for $3.5 
million at valuation $12 million post 
money valuation

Huntsville, AL - USA

30%

Investors hold 9.75%

Singapore
(Reactor tech)

Series A Strategic Industrial 
Investors take appr. 45% for $90-
100 million to enable realization of 
physical IP and deployment of 
Marine LFTR propulsion systems.

Series A 
investors take 

45%

Founders and Finders 
hold 22.75%

Flibe holds 22. 5%

Strategic Industrial and financial 
investors lead Series A funding round 
for Stage 1 of Core-Power 
development, leading to Stage 2 
funding after 3-4 years

Solutions Inc.
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